
For the publication project you will be creating one page of Mr. Sherrin's children's book he has 
written; ultimately you will be one of the illustrators working on the book! 

So what is Publication Design? Publication design is the practice of layout and graphic design 
for printed matter. Publication design requires an understanding of the type of that publication like 
books, comics, magazines, journals, and newspapers.

REQUIREMENTS:

You will select your page to illustrate blind - this way there are no issues with who gets to illustrate 
which page.

 

We will print our pages out together once we are completely done.

You will learn to cut each page carefully using the crop marks and the cutting boards

All of the pages will be mounted onto mat boards and hung in the gallery to be viewed as a whole 
collection.

We hope to be able to bind all the pages together in a real book format! More to 
come on this later on. 

 

COLOR SCHEME

You will need to use the chosen color 
scheme below (chosen by Mr. Sherrin with 
my help).  This is mandatory - no exceptions. 
All of you will interpret the story differently 
when you begin your illustrations so this is the 
best way to have the book have some kind 
of cohesiveness.
You will be provided with an image of the 
color swatches below to use the EYEDROP-
PER TOOL to save the colors to the SWATCH 
PALETTE.

FONT CHOICES

You will also need to include the text on the 
page. You can chose how to place the text 
in whatever creative manner you wish, but it 
has to be created in the chosen fonts. There 
are two choices of fonts. One is thicker and 
can be used for accentuating a word or a 

letter. The smaller font is for the rest of the 
wording. It’s up to you if you use both or just 

one. You must SPELL CHECK!

Title fonts - Berlin Sans FB Regular

Text fonts - Corbel Regular

BOLD FONT

REGULAR FONT

Graphic Arts               Publication Design
Children’s book illustration         Carrot and Pear
Sherrin/Scavelli



DIRECTIONS:

Create a new Illustrator file sized 8.5x11”, name it what ever page/pages you were given, for ex: 
(Page 1_2)

Go to VIEW > SHOW GRID >, go back up to VIEW > SNAP TO GRID (you can turn this off later)

Go to VIEW > click RULERS > SHOW RULERS (this will allow you to pull down guidelines)

Pull guideline down to center from top and side

Double click on the RECTANGLE TOOL and click in the center of your document. When you get the 
pop up window size the rectangle to 5”x7”

Center the rectangle by lining up the bounding boxes to the guidelines

Rectangle Tool Pop Up

Document with crop marks

You may use reference images from the Internet to trace over, but they must be of actual photo-
graphs, for ex:  if you need to trace over a carrot for the “Carrot” character, look for an actual 
photograph of a carrot. ABSOLUTELY NO IMAGES OF OTHER PEOPLE’S ARTWORK - CARTOONS OR 
ILLUSTRATIONS OF ANY KIND!

In order to get the image into Illustrator for tracing don’t forget to go to FILE > PLACE, and place 
the image into the document onto a separate layer. Lock that layer and trace on a different 
layer. Later when you are finished delete the layer with the reference image on it.

Remember to keep your layers organized. Ask me for help if you don’t know how to do this or 
need help cleaning up your layers.

If you have been given more than one page to illustrate, you will need to create a new ART 
BOARD. All artwork for the second page must go onto the second art board with 5”x7” rectangle 
and crop marks, just like we set up the first page.



COLOR SCHEME
You are only allow to select colors from this color scheme - save swatches to the swatch palette


